2020 ACCF Unleash Imagination Sponsorship Opportunities

All donors and sponsorships will be recognized on the Foundation website and credited in the digital program book that will support the live November 12 Clarke Conversation. The digital program book will also be available along with all of the video content of the 2020 Unleash Imagination event on the Foundation website.

$500  **Individual Donor** includes participation for two in the live Clarke Conversation featuring Bill Draper, Ted Chiang & CERN

$1000  **Firm/Organization Donor** includes participation for five in the live Clarke Conversation
Opportunity to extend your recognition to one of the Awardees – 1/8 page.

$2000  **Awards Sponsor** includes participation for 10 in the November 12 Clarke Conversation
Participation for one in one of the four Virtual Table sessions featuring the Awardees and Moderator following the CC on November 12
Opportunity to extend your recognition to one of the Awardees – 1/4 page.

$5000  **Awards & Clarke Conversation Sponsor** includes participation for 25 in the November 12 Clarke Conversation
Participation for one in one of the four Virtual Table sessions with the Awardee/Moderator of your choice following the Clarke Conversation on November 12
Opportunity to extend your recognition to one or all of the Awardees – 1/2 page.

$10000  **Unleash Imagination Program Sponsor** includes credit on all promotional materials for the event and throughout the year on the website and via email
Participation in the November 12 Clarke Conversation for an unlimited number of your staff.
Participation for one in all four of the Virtual Table sessions with the Awardees/Moderator following the Clarke Conversation on November 12
Opportunity to extend your recognition to all of the Awardees – full page.

*All funds will go toward supporting the Arthur C. Clarke Foundation in its efforts to expand the intergenerational and youth programs of Unleash Imagination – Shape the Future and the Arthur C. Clarke Awards program. The Arthur C. Clarke Foundation is a 501 (c) 3 organization.*